CHANGING YOUR PROGNOSIS. KNOW YOUR MPN.

Polycythemia Vera is a rare and malignant blood disorder that is characterized by an abnormal increase in the number of red blood cells. This increase can lead to various complications such as heart disease, stroke, and abnormal blood clotting.

Every person facing cancer deserves to be a partner in their care. Our education & clinical trial information portal helps patients and their families navigate their options, find hope for a better tomorrow — and today — by getting the right treatment when it comes to your MPN.

300,000 U.S. PATIENTS ARE LIVING WITH AN MPN

140,000 PEOPLE

120,000 PEOPLE

100,000 PEOPLE

POLYCYTHEMIA VERA. The most prevalent MPN, Polycythemia Vera is a rare and malignant blood disorder that is characterized by an abnormal increase in the number of red blood cells. This increase can lead to various complications such as heart disease, stroke, and abnormal blood clotting.

ET (ET) AND MF (MF) ARE RARE MPN SUBTYPES. ET AND MF ARE RARE MPN SUBTYPES. ET AND MF ARE RARE MPN SUBTYPES.

HEMPHIRE (HEMPHIRE) IS A GROUP OF MPN SUBTYPES WHICH ALSO INCLUDES ESSENTIAL THROMBOCYTHESIS AND MYELODYSPLASIA. MPN CAN AFFECT ANY AGE GROUP. MPN CAN AFFECT ANY AGE GROUP. MPN CAN AFFECT ANY AGE GROUP. MPN CAN AFFECT ANY AGE GROUP.

POLYCYTHEMIA VERA.
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